Voxware VoxPilot®
Get 10-15% more productivity and drive critical
decisions with insights from VoxPilot.
In a distribution center, every second and every decision count. That’s why companies protect their brand by
relying on VoxPilot for real-time insights into operations. Our analytics provide the visibility and intelligence
essential to meet customer commitments on time, every time.
VoxPilot lets you readily see, measure and manage activity across your distribution centers and entire supply
chain. It combines and analyzes data from unlimited sources – in Voxware solutions, across your other systems
and beyond – to drive improvements in productivity, accuracy and profits.

Your competitive weapon for surpassing customer expectations.
VoxPilot tells you what’s happening, explains why, predicts what’s ahead, and shows what you can
do about it.
Descriptive analytics
focus on real-time DC activities

Diagnostic analytics
reveal the “why” behind what’s going on

Predictive analytics
tell about what’s to come

Prescriptive analytics
reveal what you could and should do

Workforce productivity
Work in progress
Frequently picked SKUs

Optimize workforce
Active adjustments to meet all timelines
Optimize pick paths

Individual worker productivity
Exception errors & shorts
Equipment utilization

Eliminate overtime & additional shifts
Improve inventory accuracy
Improve asset management
Reduce costs

Capacity plans based on real data
Traffic analysis & weather conditions
Labor management & volume matching

Forecast future labor requirements
Improve routing & on-time deliveries
Optimize workforce & seasonal staffing

Truck loading & scheduling recommendations
Demand forecasts

Avoid late deliveries
Advance planning
Optimize the entire supply chain

Experience the benefits. (Your customers surely will.)
Companies say that VoxPilot has a compelling impact on their business.
• 10-15% increase in operations productivity

• Higher service levels and customer satisfaction

• One-click DC workflow adjustments

• More collaborative distribution processes

• Rapid resource optimization

• Better labor management and scheduling

• More accurate inventory predictions

• Improved transportation scheduling and Intervention

• Lower operating costs

VOXPILOT
Active Decision support for WArehouse voice

VoxPilot gives you a clearer view of your operations –
Perceive,
Diagnose,
Act. Control
yourand
voice operation
so you can react quickly today,
predict
future
needs
with advanced real time analytics. Voxware empowers
workers:
now VoxPilot empowers management.
always keep customer loyalty
strong.
a warehouse, every second
Get the most out of Voxware VMS – Fully integratedIn
with
Voxware
counts. That’s why real
timecompounding
information can make
VMS so you maintain complete, real-time DC visibility,
the difference between elite
the benefits of using the industry’s leading voice, multimodal
and
businesses and
the rest of
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pack.
But
it’s
not enough
AR solution.
anymore to just know what’s

on – you need to react
Easy integration of data from any source – VoxPilotgoing
makes
it simple
before mistakes compound and
concerns turn
into problems.
to bring in critical information from other solutions, supply
chain
VoxPilot
goes
far beyond the
systems and external sources.

Purpose built for the DC and supply chain –
Specifically designed to help manage crucial
challenges such as accelerating fulfillment, asset
allocations and workforce optimization.

dashboards and dials typical of
other voice offerings. It is the
only real time analytics system
for voice-intensive warehousing
operations that is role-based,
action-oriented, and scalable.

VoxPilot gives you both instant
data and power to intervene all
Graphical and intuitive – Easy-to-understand chartsin the same place – right at your
and graphs instantly reveal DC trouble spots and fingertips, in a visual display that
you customize to your specific
opportunities.
needs. Labor resources can be
optimized in real time and things
get done faster.
Specific intelligence about specific concerns –

to their job requirements. A dashboard
different programs. Real time action is
of customizable widgets gives each user even possible across multiple DCs. Your
meaningful visibility into the warehouse. visibility and power to act extend over
the entire set of facilities in your care.
VoxPilot is the only voice picking
dashboard with a one-click bridge
Dashboard technology is not new, but
analytics to action – giving you
VoxPilot is the first to be completely
VoxPilot provides the flexibility to create dashboardsVoxPilot can be tailored to the from
integrated into the existing management
needs of users who have different the power to intervene in work as it is
that address your distinct business problems.
application, bringing actionable options
roles – so warehouse managers progressing. It is fully integrated into
and information in the same vision.
and logistics executives can have VoxConsole, eliminating third-party
Disparate data in a single view – One view of all
views of operational data specific products or tedious logging in and out of

essential information eliminates need for multiple screens.

Exception-based management – Avert crises before they develop.
Set key performance alerts and instantly direct attention to areas
of need.
Fast response to changing demands – Deliver exceptional customer
service, every time, using VoxPilot to quickly react and adjust.
Cloud-based to extend across facilities and functions – VoxPilot
handles boundless volumes of data regardless of location, putting
essential analytics at your fingertips.
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“We live and die by our productivity.
With Voxware, we can see the factors
that affect productivity much more
clearly and in real time, and that helps
us make adjustments to operate at peak
efficiency.”
Carlos Falcon,
Distribution Center Director,
Puerto Rico Supplies Group
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Let VoxPilot give you ultimate control of your operations. Contact us to get a demo and discuss
your challenges. Call US: 609-570-6800 or UK: 020 3857 1540 or visit www.voxware.com
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